
Senior Project Showcase: Emily Graham, Riley SlaydenDylan Rossbach Senior projects, one of News Editor Hellgate's long-standingtraditions, received a majorshakeup this year when it was announced to the senior class at the beginning of the year that it would become optional in order for the administration to have a year to revise and update the process for students. When word of this news came to the Class of 2015, it is safe to say the seniors were pretty relieved as many had not even begun thinking of a project, let alone working on one. However, for a few Hellgate students, (14 to be specific) the announcement meant little to them, as they had either already had a significant portion of their projects done or had found an endeavour that they were passionate enough about to complete it regardless if the senior projects were optional or not. One of these students is Emily Graham.Graham was diagnosed with Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) when she was two years old. RP is a degenerative eye disease that makes it impossible for her to see in the dark, and will cause her vision to degrade over time. Graham, however, used her disease as inspiration for a senior project. Over the summer going into her senior year, she began planning a "concert in the dark,” where musical performances will take place in complete darkness, to raise awareness for degenerative eye diseases that affect many people, 
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and fundraise for the organizations and hospitals that have helped Graham in her life. "I was inspired by Jane Shober (a Hell- gate alum, class of 2011) who has RP and did a 'dinner in the dark.’ 1 really liked that idea," said Graham. "All the proceeds of the concert will be split between The Foundation for 
Fighting Blindness a foundation that raises awareness for degenerative eye diseases, and the Casey Eye Institute in Portland, Oregon, where I have been receiving treatment since 1 was two." Emily wasn't discouraged after hearing that senior projects would be optional for her class. "For a brief moment I considered not doing it, but I had already put in so much work in at that point that I wanted to finish what I started," she said. Graham’s "Concert in the Darkness" will take place March 21st and will feature performances from the Missoula Youth Symphony and other local performers.Another Hellgate senior who will be presenting their senior project this April is Riley Slayden. Slayden’s senior project began, and was completed for the most part, last June when he and a local music group traveled to Indonesia for a month to play traditional Gamelan music. "I have family that lives in Indonesia but I really wanted to travel there myself to experience the culture," Slayden said.Slayden was also able to complete his
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Riley Slayden poses with his Gamelan group 
while traveling in Indonesia last June Photo
Courtesy of Riley Slaydencommunity service hours while travelling in Asia when he traveled to Jakarta to teach a Suzuki music camp (a genre of classical violin) with his aunt, an Indonesian resident. However for Slayden, the decision to switch this year’s projects to an optional format has had its consequences."At first I wasn’t too concerned about it, but recently I have been very, very upset with the school administration, at this point there’s a chance I won’t be able to even bring my Gamelan group in and give a performance for my presentation. Overall the entire process has been very muddled," said Slayden."I really wish the school would just give me a definitive answer."
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